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End-time revelations - Announcement of a
great natural disaster
BD 7390

received 15.08.1959

e ending of a redemption period ....
at a redeeming period is coming to an end, you can believe without
a doubt, while you are on a spiritual Level, you then can also track the
spiritual development of man, thus it won't be diﬃcult for you to believe,
that a change must take place, if I don't want man to fall in Satan's hands,
whose performance is obvious.
For the human with the worldly intellect, this won't be an explanation,
since he will not accept to be in a spiritual low level, because he has no
conception of it. For the purpose of the earth dweller is not a pure worldly
one, but the spiritual development of man is the sense and reason for the
life on earth, and if this obviously moves in the background, then there is
no longer a purpose for life on earth and it does not need to be continued
by man who totally fail to recognise their present life purpose.
It is not just the upward development of man ....
e whole creation
bears spiritual matter within itself, which also must move in the same
development route, all kept within a certain order in the creation, but
which is knocked over by man and therefore the creations on earth are no
longer serving the purpose which was assigned to them. A spiritually emp
humani is not living according to my will, thus humani will not use
all the available creations according to my will, but assign them for other
purposes, which will hamper or make a spiritual upward development
impossible ....
Such a spirit-emp humani is occupying the earth today and is jeopardizing their future existence because they are no longer following My
order on earth but knocking over the order of God and causing the brake
through their own will which is contradicting my redemption plan. But
the will of man is free ....thus their behaviour is not being intervened, but
man themselves will lay their hands on the works of the last destruction,
they themselves will draw nay their own end and know not, that they
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are indirectly following my redemption plan through their works of the
destruction while the still remaining bound spirits within the creation are
in the ongoing development process because a new redeeming period is in
the starting which again will take its course in the law governed Order like
it is destined by My love and wisdom.
e spiritual low level is prove, that humani in the bigger numbers won't
believe it, because every spiritually awakened human will see by himself,
that the present condition on this earth can not remain, if of a spiritual
development shall be spoken. But the very few of Mine will know, that not
much time will remain until the end, because they can see the signs very
clear, of which I have pointed out by word and script ....
Man must see with spiritual eyes, thus he will see the condition of humani .
But if he is only watching the world, then he will only see economic
development and progress, then he will have trouble to believe that all will
come to an end, that nobody will be able to enjoy the very result of his hard
work, of his proper and worldly goods, every time he will only see the
world and its progress, and spiritual thoughts will move further from his
mind, as more o en he watches the world and its progress ....
But he won't be able to enjoy much longer what the world has in store for
him, very soon he will be abele to follow the disintegration, ﬁrst through
my will, through the wrecking havoc of the nature elements .... and later
through human projects, for the will of man himself is judging the last work
of destruction on this earth and I won't prevent it .... for I have built My
plan of salvation of man since eterni according to the wrong will of man,
which will give all spiritual in the whole universe again new possibilities
for upward development, because I will help all for spiritual progress.
And as heralded, so it will come ....no matter how much you people
are ridden with unbelief against My predictions, you can expect it with
certain , that you are standing before a grand roll-over-era and that a
redemption-period is ending and a new one will begin .... For the time
has run out, which was granted to the spirits out of My love, wisdom and
power .... And it will come to pass, as it continuously will be heralded to
you people.
Amen
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BD 7935

received 05.07.1961

You humans are heading towards the end ....
A redeeming period is ending, for the time is fulﬁlled ....For My plan of
salvation is arranged since eterni , and it will be carried out, according to
My decision by My love and wisdom. But you human can not estimate
the meaning of the ending of a redeeming epoch, for the taking place of a
transformation on this earth is unimaginable to you, which will destroy all
creature, in which all creation, every life, will be dissolved and wiped out
....
For such a parallel mankind has never lived through, henceforth it is
unbelievable to man that earth is heading towards its end. Mankind is
standing before unimaginable events, but you won't be able to estimate the
proper meaning in all events, because you are not aware of the seriousness
in your situation.
You are heading towards the end ....What you see around you, what is in
existence and what you can watch, that is what will cease to exist .... everything will be destroyed, and you yourself will perish in this destruction,
if you do not belong to My Own, which will be guided away through My
power and My will, like I proclaimed it .... which I will carry away before
the eyes of the fellow man, because they belong to Me and I can and will
transplant them upon the new earth, once the transformation has taken
place.
For the time is fulﬁlled ....For every redemption period is within a restricted
time frame, regardless the endless length, that man no longer knows of the
beginning, thus an end you therefore think impossible .... at you must
experience this end, is only the result of your own will, in the resistance
against Me, which you caused and are still causing with your spiritual
setting within you, otherwise it could not have gotten lost, meaning you
would not had to worry for the captivation into the matter in the creations
of the new earth.
Your resistance alone is cause to your fate and your lot a er the end of this
earth, for as soon as you drop the resistance, you are turning to Me and will
belong to My own, which I will save, before the coming end. For you human
beings with no spiritual connection what so ever involved with everything
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that has to do with the End of the old earth, it is incomprehensible, and you
will never believe the time has come, whereby every single person has to
make the decision for life or death, you must make the decision, for none
of you will be spared of it.
You should not gloat in conﬁdence that there will be no end to this creation
earth ....For faster as you can think; the end will be here ....because the time
is fulﬁlled. And I Myself am constant and steadfast in My Being with My
action and reign. Henceforth what I have told you I must fulﬁll, once the
time has come, My plan must be carried out.
And that which I have brought your attention to it is here, it is apparent
visible in many signs, to which I showed you every time I have mentioned
the end of the earth .... For who has ears to hear, he might hear ....For who
has eyes to see, he shall see ....But you human will not hear nor see. us
neither can I reveal Myself more plainly in order to force faith out of you.
But My indications will have no end, until the day has come. And blessed
be the ones that believe My Word, who will live according to their believe
and bind themselves to Me in love and trust. For those are the ones that
are saved for time and eterni , for those I will take on in any earthly and
spiritual need, and nevermore will they have to fear an end, because I will
take them up beforehand the hour of horror but not without them being
able to watch the scene of destruction, but only, for them to recognize My
power and magniﬁcence and for them to testi on the new earth, where
there will be an end to every sorrow and where they can experience the
happiness of the paradise. e time is fulﬁlled, and it will come just as
foretold, for my word is truth and it will last forever ....
Amen
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BD 4390

received 30.07.1948

Spiritual reverse pace ....
Signs of the end ....
For the spiritual reversing is more and more clearly recognizable and must
be an obvious explanation to you for the earthly troubles, while this trouble
is still the only remedy to shake up man in order to change their ways of
life and their thinking. For man now only desires earthly goods and let self
be dominated by substance, instead striving for the opposite with resulting
victory against material matter.
Again and again I bring their foolish behavior before their eyes, by showing
them the transience of the earthly material matter. For the smaller events
have no meaning, the individual won't change his thinking and is ignoring
his sole life, for he ﬁgures only on his earth existence and has totally lost
faith for the beyond. Further and further man is sinking, and shallower
is becoming his faith, as more seldom his connection is with Me, their
God and Creator since eterni . And this will be appearing especially clear
in a short time. e day of complete change in the way of life is always
moving closer, the day, where everything experiences a change, for My Will
is becoming active in an apparent way.
Man will not be able to protect anything, unless I protect it for them, and
powerless they will stand in opposition to My power and will end up in
great distress. But blessed is the distress, if people are aﬀected by it only
earthly, if their sole is not in jeopardy ....if man have faith .... then man does
not need to fear earthly distress, then man can only gain victory despite
earthly losses. But for the unbeliever a trying time begins, because for their
loss of material goods they will suﬀer terribly and will have to give up hope
to gain back any of it. ey will not have any substitute of spiritual goods,
since they never desired any when oﬀered to them, but rather reject them.
is sorrow must pass over the earth, it can not be spared, but only be
the upbeat to the last events, to the complete destruction of the old earth,
which all of you will experience, if I don't call you out of your present life
beforehand, as I think it beneﬁcial for your sole. e believer will see and
recognize all signs of the end, the unbeliever will pass them by, he only sees
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the earthly distress and its result on the worldly life and turns away more
and more from God.
us in coming times, the spiritual striving will be separating each other
from the totally worldly/secular people, and it will be so very obvious that
the awakened human will recognize the end times. Onwards moving with
gigantic steps towards the end, and you will experience the end ....
Amen

BD 5195

received 24.08.1951

Admonition to prepare for the end ....
You should prepare yourselves for the coming time .... What My seers
and prophets have proclaimed will come to pass, for time has expired and
according to eternal law humani is facing a radical change, which has
to be understood in a spiritual as well as a material sense. It is the time
of the end, the earth is changing and for the inhabitants of earth an era
comes to an end and a new one begins. Yet only a few of the people who
are presently alive will experience this new era, for preconditions have to
be complied with which only those few will carry out. For this reason the
earth will come to an end and countless people will die as a result because
they cannot experience the new era anymore. I Am indeed lenient with
those who will still come to Me in the last hour, who will call upon Me for
mercy, yet only a few will suddenly change and realise their sinfulness and
therefore still be accepted by Me in the last hour. But it is My will that the
small ﬂock of My Own shall reach the ﬁnal goal, that they will survive the
ending of this era and enter the new era where I will need them to uphold
My law of order. And therefore I say to you:
Prepare yourselves for the coming time, for it will make extraordinary
demands on you, on your will, your faith and your loyal to Me. e
approaching time enables you to achieve exceptionally high maturi but
it will also lay claim to all your strength. For the closer it gets to the end
the more that which is actually reali will appear unreal to you, the more
your faith will be attacked and My name dragged through the mud. But if
you seriously prepare yourselves you will be above it all, for as soon as you
belong to those who know, your faith can no longer be shaken. Knowledge,
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however, is the consequence of love .... therefore you should make an eﬀort
to live a busy life of love for then you will prepare yourselves well for the end
.... is is My advice which you should not ignore .... Cultivate love .... and
an abundance of strength and light will ﬂow to you which will enable you
to resist everything that will be inﬂicted on you in the last days and nothing
will be able to incapacitate you in the ﬁnal battle. Prepare yourselves and
don't hesitate, for the time is approaching the end, this period of Salvation
will be terminated because it corresponds to the eternal order that a change
will have to take place as soon as no further progress can be achieved in
the spiritual development .... No spiritual impetus can be found amongst
people, only a few are striving towards the light and for these few I have
a new task in mind which will only start a er the change that takes place
at the end. Hence they, My small ﬂock, will once again be admonished
to eagerly work at improving their souls, for the last great onslaught will
happen soon, the last battle begins which shall ﬁnd forearmed ﬁghters
who will enter the battle with Me and therefore will also win .... who will
triumph in the end over the opponent and his followers ....
Amen

BD 8002

received 25.09.1961

God's language through nature's elements ....
I expect from you, my servants, a restless commitment for Me an My
kingdom, because of the requirement of the spiritual necessi of man. Just
a short time is parting all of you of the last end, and what can happen to the
saving of soles that should still be done, for the earth again will take in and
absorb all, what failed as man, and it is a terrible lot, which I would like to
spare any of you humans from. But you yourself will make the last decision
with your free will. I for Myself can do nothing further but by continuously
addressing you with My warnings, and everyone who gives Me support
in this direction, will be blessed by Me.
us shall be the continuous
mentioning of the near end inclusive, that I beforehand will obviously
express Myself through a grand nature event .... my last admonition is,
once I speak to man who will not hear my words through the elements
of nature ....But this language can not be overheard, for man will stand
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horriﬁed before an incomprehensible grand nature event, and no man will
be spared in so far as, everywhere man lives the news will penetrate, that
every individual personally feels spoken to, because he himself could be hit
by the same event in his own home land .... for man will fear a repetition
and therefore will have to be ready for a sudden demise (death).
Much sorrow and misery will have to pass over this earth, but yet it is only
a remedy, which I apply out of love, to save the soles from destruction, from
the horrible lot of captivi anew on this earth. But humans that will be hit
by the nature events, those humans being its victims are not mercilessly
given up to their fate ....because of their premature ending of the life on
earth. they will be granted a mercy care in the beyond .... ey still will have
the opportuni to climb in the heights; they have the chance to come to the
light in the beyond, which they disregarded on earth .... ey don't have to
fear the captivi anew ....unless they are to stubborn, that they are sinking
into the depths as true devils, incorrigible and therefore would have not
changed for the better while still alive on earth. And also the eﬀect onto
the humans from the nature event will be diﬀerent, then again people will
turn to Me in fear and as a result of the experienced rescue, will preserve to
Me loyal , where as the opposite will become obvious in the fall away from
Me, because one will not let stand the God of Love, who let happen such
an event of destruction ....for their dark spiritual position will not ﬁnd an
other explanation for that event.
But such a clear voice must sound from above, whether it will be recognized
as My voice or not, for it is going with gigantic steps towards the end, even
though only a few soles in trouble will ﬁnd My way, it still will be of some
gain, hence they are spared the long road through the creation of the earth,
but can enter the kingdom beyond, in which they too can reach an ascent,
which would have been questionable on the earth ....on the other hand it
would have led with grate probabili towards the depth (or would have
strived towards the depth.)
And I have to, lay it all before you, my servants. For you shall be forearmed,
and you shall learn to watch the happenings around you from this side, and
you shall dedicate yourself totally to Me and as my tools be continuously
eﬀective in My will ....You should drop all your earthly thoughts, every
....even the smallest ....worry hand over to Me ....you must totally absorb
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yourself in your vineyard work, however always pay attention to My inner
instructions. But over eagerness is causing harm, where wisdom promotes
all success and wisdom is always carried over to you, if you totally enter in
my will, if you are only the executors of My will, and I know, that you, My
servants, take your task serious, and that is why you continuously receive
these directions, which you will feel in your hearts as My loving speech,
to which you therefore will respond to, for the well being of your fellow
man.
Oh if man would only know, what is about to happen to them ....But they
refuse to believe it, while it will be foretold to them, through the mouth
of My prophets ....And they can not be forced to believe. But the day is
continuously moving closer, which will cause a total change to the living
standard ....and blessed, who will call on Me in extreme distress, for I will
hear him and hear his plea, thus he won't be lost for ever ....
Amen

BD 8033

received 05.11.1961

A forthcoming natural event ....
In the foreseeable future you will experience the truth of My Word, for
I will express Myself through the forces of nature, as I have constantly
forewarned .... And you will not be able to ignore My voice, for it will
resound powerfully and throw the world into chaos .... Although the
region of the event will indeed be limited it will still be of such enormous
proportions that everyone will be alarmed once he is informed of it .... For,
at ﬁrst, all communications to the aﬀected areas will be cut oﬀ .... An eerie
silence will engulf the disaster zone because all contact is lost until the
ﬁrst horror has passed. And then the world will be informed of what has
happened, before it receives the news of the disastrous details.
However, people have to be sharply spoken to by Me because they refuse
to listen to My gentle voice, because they don't believe My Word which is
sent from above and conveyed to them by My messengers. Hence, I have to
express Myself such that My voice cannot be ignored .... And I have to send
a judgment on humani to which many people will fall victim but who
may nevertheless receive My love and grace due to their untimely death.
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And thus you shall recognise the truth of My Word and activate your will,
for even a er the disaster you can still make a free decision since I force no
one to turn to Me .... Yet the appalling natural event can contribute towards
people ﬁnding their way to Me, because the adversi is extreme and there
is no obvious rescue from any side. But what appears to be impossible is
possible to Me .... And if a person remembers this and calls upon Me in
spirit and in truth he may also experience miraculous help .... I will so
manifestly reveal Myself to him, that he will recognise the might and also
the love of his God and Creator and then turn to Me in profound faith and
humble submission.
Anything that can still bring souls back to Me will be done by Me, but I
also know how diﬃcult it is to win them over and therefore extraordinary
means of deliverance have to be used, which seem cruel to you humans and
yet are only an activi of love on My part in order to save the very souls
whose state is known to Me. I don't want to let them fall into My adversary's
hands, who will provide them with a far worse fate than the greatest earthly
suﬀering could ever manage .... Believe Me, no matter what happens, no
matter what is permitted by Me, I Am only ever motivated by My love .... I
watch over every person's fate, no one is too unimportant or too immature
for Me, I care for all of you who are presently living on earth as human
beings, because I want to help you reach ﬁnal perfection on earth, because
I want to protect you from the fate of a new banishment and only ever want
you to turn your thoughts to Me, so that you will escape the ﬁnal downfall
.... to be placed once more into the creations of the new earth.
And irrespective of how disastrous My intervention is for the people of the
aﬀected regions .... it is justiﬁed by My love for you, for from a spiritual
point of view it is just a rescue mission and not an act of condemnation
.... Your earthly loss is irrelevant compared to the gain which your souls
can achieve .... And if you have to lose your life then you may also depend
on My mercy, which provides you with the opportuni in the kingdom
of the beyond to become enlightened and to ascend .... For on earth you
would, with certain , have fallen prey to My adversary, and from this I
want to protect those of you whom I recognise as still being capable of
change. For there is only a short time le before the end, and this end will
come soon a erwards. Yet, prior to this I still want to give you a sign, a
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ﬁnal admonition and warning which, although it will painfully intervene
in untold people's lives, shall strengthen the faith in My Word, so that they
can prepare themselves for the end, which will not take long to follow ....
Amen

BD 6313

received 16.07.1955

Cosmic phenomena ....
Very soon you will know for certain that something is taking shape in the
cosmos, for unusual events will worry you humans because you will be
unable to ﬁnd an explanation for them. Many speculations will surface,
many opinions will meet with conﬂicting notions, yet only those people's
points of view come close to the truth who suspect a connection between
that which was proclaimed in Word and Scripture, which people were told
by seers and prophets at all time .... Anyone with spiritual vision can ﬁnd
an explanation for all events, for everything has a spiritual meaning and
is intended to fulﬁl a spiritual purpose: to draw people's attention to their
actual purpose of life so that they prepare themselves for the imminent
Judgment ....
And science, too, will support this, for it will discover the unusual changes
in nature ﬁrst, the cosmic happenings, which will confound them, and the
signiﬁcant appearances which they will not be able to explain due to lack
of knowledge. ey will observe and marvel but they will not accept the
only true answer that the earth will be shaken to its foundations, which
could indeed be caused by these phenomena. ey won't want to believe
it and will therefore always argue against it if the Scriptures, the ancient
prophecies, are pointed out to them, if they hear the opinion of the believers
or if the messengers of My Word proclaim to them the approaching end
....
And therefore it will be diﬃcult to make the intervention on My part
plausible to worldly people, because an attempt will be made to explain
everything in a purely scientiﬁc way. And only a few will become aware
of these unusual phenomena and therefore ever more assuredly draw
people's attention to the end. And I will so evidently support their words of
admonition and warning that even the scientists will apprehensively admit
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their lack of knowledge .... And they will discover a star which will come
constantly closer to the vicini of earth and which will apparently take an
irregular course .... By observing its path their attention is drawn to ever
new peculiarities .... And they will recognise it as a danger to earth .... and
at the same time they won't want to believe in its destruction because it will
never before have been experienced .... But I will allow it to happen, because
My eternal plan of Salvation necessitates something extraordinary which
still intends to beneﬁt humani .... and because it shall be an warning sign
of the work of destruction which will follow soon a erwards and which
will bring this period of Salvation to conclusion ....
e more the end approaches, the greater will be the irregularities which
people will experience, because they are meant to take notice and begin to
wonder about the correspondence with that which is quoted by the believers
as the Word of God, as predictions by seers and prophets, and endorsed
as truth .... And now My spirit also proclaims through My servants on
earth the near end again and My loudly resounding voice of thunder before
this event .... and these very phenomena will bear witness of the truth of
My Word .... Pay attention you humans, and just look at everything as
indications of the end, which I give to all of you so that you do not fall prey
to ruin, for everything that happens is so important that it would be able to
convince you if you were of good will .... e time is fulﬁlled and the end is
near ....
Amen

BD 8780

received 15.03.1964

Cosmic changes ....
I want to guide you ever deeper into truth so that you will bear up against
all challenges by My adversary who leaves no stone unturned in order to
prevent your work for Me and My kingdom. And the more knowledge
you possess, the more you penetrate the truth which can only be imparted
to you by Me, the more ﬁrmly will you stand your ground, for you will
realise that all objections and contradictory statements are pointless and
unfounded, they will only ever be emp words without deeper meaning
and signiﬁcance. But it is My will that the light in you shall become brighter,
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that in your ever more enlightened state you will learn to recognise all
correlations and will therefore not be unsettled by objections anymore.
And I also want you to correct errors when you are confronted by them ....
I want you to be sincere ﬁghters for Me, I want you to ﬁght with the sword
of your tongue where you are opposed by error, for you have been chosen
by Me as bearers of light to convey the truth to wherever there is the will
to know the truth .... And in particular the end of this earth will o en be
a controversial subject because hardly anyone wants to believe in it .... and
precisely because the process of ﬁnal destruction will be such a momentous
event it does not seem credible to people .... for they have no comparison
to such an event, no matter how far back they can think.
And yet, it will happen and take everyone by surprise apart from the small
group of those whose life of love granted them inner enlightenment and
who therefore also consciously expect the end of this earth. But wherever
even the slightest worldliness prevails, where people have still not entirely
detached themselves from the longing for worldly possessions, there will
only be weak belief or none at all at the end of this earth, and they will
reject all proclamations of this kind as false prophesies and time and again
try to contradict them. And extensive explanations will not suﬃce either,
because they simply lack the will to believe in such prophesies, their love for
the world is stronger than their love for their neighbour or they would be
spiritually awake and incapable of doubting in the slightest what I Myself
proclaim through the working of the spirit to people time and again, so that
they will prepare themselves for a near end.
However, you, My bearers of light, shall ever more strongly believe in
everything I say to you, you shall experience My love and My constant
presence, you shall lovingly and gratefully accept the immense gi of grace
I give to you because you are faithful to Me and ﬁght for Me and My name
because you love Me and your neighbour. And for that reason I want to give
you a proclamation which again will only be accepted by the profoundly
devout person but which soon will also be able to convince the doubters,
for not much time will pass until the ﬁrst signs of a great cosmic change
become apparent .... which cannot be explained by any scientist or even
the sharpest of intellects and which will give rise to serious concerns ....
And you will have no possibili of protecting yourselves from the looming
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disaster; you will only be able to wait and thus become greatly agitated,
for the said cosmic phenomena will be the onset of the immense natural
disaster, for the universe will revolt against all unspiritual beings within
the vicini of earth and which at present exert an extraordinary inﬂuence
on the spiritual beings striving towards ascent ....
A tremendous battle has erupted between the spirits of light and of darkness, for these spirits know that a turning point is approaching and both
sides will use the last days to an extraordinary extent .... And these spiritual
battles for people's souls on earth aﬀect the various stars in the universe
which in some respects are in spiritual contact with Earth .... And with My
approval the inhabitants of these stars also participate in the ﬁnal battle on
this earth, and they express themselves by way of massive eruptions which
can be observed from earth and cause acute anxie in people who are able
to monitor the course of the stars and their changes of movements, which
in all probabili will not bypass Earth without a trace .... Humani can
only be woken up by science now, for they do not listen to spiritual notions
but cannot deny scientiﬁc observations and by thinking about it they can
still ﬁnd the right path with good will.
For the greatest prophets may arise on earth and yet people will not believe
them .... And neither can I speak to people in a compelling way in order to
make them aware of being in danger due to the approaching end .... But I
can let unusual things happen in My creation by apparently revoking the
order and yet this, too, is part of My law insofar as that it is included in
My plan of eterni for the sake of a speciﬁc purpose. And again there will
be people who won't even allow themselves to be impressed by this, who
will continue to live their sinful life and head towards the abyss without
letting anything get into their way .... But there will also be a few who will
start to wonder and then listen to the explanations given to them by My
messengers of light .... And the faith of those who want to remain loyal to
Me will be strengthened again, for they recognise the truth of My Word and
therefore ﬁrmly hold on to My promise that I will remember all of them
and fetch those home on the day of Judgment who believe in My Words
and remain faithful to Me until the end ....
Amen
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BD 6936

received 05.10.1957

Statements by seers and prophets ....
Listen to what the spirit of God proclaims to you: the seers and prophets
are chosen by Me Myself because they have to fulﬁl a great and important
task .... informing people of the forthcoming Judgment of the world and
admonishing them to prepare themselves for it. ese seers and prophets
don't use their own words but merely pass on what My spirit tells them.
us, in a manner of speaking, you receive a direct proclamation from
Me Myself, I merely have to use a mediator in order not to compel your
thoughts and actions. You therefore can believe it but are not forced to do
so. You will believe it if you acknowledge the gi of vision and prophesy in
these mediators; you will reject it if you doubt their mission. But I want to
make it easy for you to believe them, I will visibly emphasise their mission
by allowing the announced events to happen which precede the Judgment
.... I will make sure that these announcements will be spread, that many
people can be informed of them and that they then will experience the
evidence of it, because everything will happen as I predicted through seers
and prophets. Although I warned people .... when I lived on earth ....
to beware of false Christ's and false prophets and pointed out that My
adversary's emissaries will also wreak havoc, I now caution people once
again not to get caught in his nets of lies and to believe his intrigues, for
he is active and through remarkable accomplishments, through physical
works of wonder, is trying to awaken in people the belief that the `powers
of heaven'are expressing themselves ....
But precisely his remarkable activi during the last days also gives rise to
My countermeasure which consists of using methods that revive a weak
faith again or let a lost faith arise anew. And this cannot happen in any
other way than through pure truth, which comes forth from the source
of truth but must reach you humans through mediators because you are
unable to receive it directly yourselves.
And thus I present to people what lies ahead of them. And the people I have
chosen to mediate between Myself and you humans can be acknowledged
by you as genuine prophets whose words you should believe. I Am also
prepared to demonstrate that they speak on My instruction and inform
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you of what is to come by very soon making the ﬁrst announcements
come true. For the most important task of these seers and prophets is the
announcement of the end, which is of utmost importance for you humans
and which you thus should await being prepared. And for this you are still
granted a period of time which can suﬃce to save your souls from ruin.
And so I will not hesitate much longer, I will conﬁrm My seers'and
prophets'mission, I will let their proclamations be followed by action ....
Prior to this .... before the end .... I will shake the earth and show Myself
to all people through a natural event which time and again has been announced according to My will. For I gave them the instruction Myself, they
only spoke as My instruments, as My representatives on earth who should
admonish and warn people on My behalf. You must not deem yourselves
safe from events which testi to a higher Power, you should dread them
and believe that My Word is truth, that I Myself speak and have spoken
to you through them and that you are therefore deﬁnitely approaching an
extremely diﬃcult time, if My grace will not call you back beforehand. You
are facing the end of an era, and in this certain you should live your life
accordingly .... always in view of a sudden end which, however, need not
be feared by anyone who consciously improves himself, who pays more
attention to his soul than to his earthly body, for he will not lose anything
but only gain ....
Amen

BD 4661

received 07.06.1949

Announcement of the Judgment ....
Doubts ....
e approach of a star ....
You have been informed of an approaching Judgment but you doubt this
and do not take My Words seriously enough, or you would not make
further earthly arrangements and only prepare yourselves for the day when
My proclamations will come true. Although you do not know the day,
it should suﬃce you that I, as your Creator and Father of eterni , have
revealed it as shortly forthcoming, that I thus have informed you that it
is time for you to prepare yourselves or I would not constantly repeat the
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admonitions and warning, but leave you without notice. And therefore you
should pay heed that the deadline grows ever shorter and is expiring very
quickly everywhere. All earthly worries are in vain for I will take care of My
Own so that they will have what they need. e others, however, will not be
able to hold on to anything, even if they associate with My adversary, even
if they, at present and with his help, are prosperous in a worldly sense and
continue to increase their possessions, be they earthly goods or honours
or worldly wisdom. My adversary will not be able to protect them on the
day of terror, since I want to bring people to their senses through the forces
of nature, so that they will think of their God and Creator and entrust
themselves to Him in dire adversi .
en everything will fall prey to the forces of nature, nothing will be le
for people except what I want them to keep. And therefore they should
endeavour to gain My grace, they should unite with Me through deeds
of love and heartfelt thoughts, they should speak to Me and listen for My
answer, and they will reap a far greater reward than if they worry about their
body's wellbeing, about earthly wealth and earthly progress. You should
believe that soon will come to pass what I already predicted long ago; you
should believe that there is not much time le and no longer worry how to
gain earthly proﬁts, for this worry is futile, as you will very soon realise.
I will give you, who spread My Word, a sign so that you will support it with
full conviction. I want you to know that a star is approaching earth with
great veloci , and that this appearance will happen shortly before I bring
the constant proclamation to fruition. en you, who are informed, will
know that the hour is at hand. en you should live only in accordance
with My will, inform your fellow human beings of the forthcoming event,
turn everyone's attention to it and closely unite yourselves with Me so that
I can give you the strength you need during these perilous hours. Do not
fear but only believe that I will deliver you from all hardship, so that you
will be able to fulﬁl your mission for which I have prepared you .... so
that a erwards you will bring My Gospel to your fellow human beings, for
many of those who emerged unscathed will accept My Word with a hungry
heart. You should realise that you do not have much time le until the end
.... And preceding this end everything I constantly proclaim will come to
pass. Believe it and prepare yourselves, for time is running out and I will
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appear very soon ....
Amen

BD 6324

received 03.08.1955

Approach of a star ....
Open your hearts wide, be ready to receive My light of love from above and
listen to Me: A sure sign of the approaching end is the visible appearance
of a star which will move into the direction of your earth and yet takes
a peculiar course .... it will o en withdraw from your sight and then
suddenly appear again, because it will be accompanied by impenetrable
nebulae which every now and then will disperse only to condense anew
....
You humans will experience something previously unknown to you as the
eﬀect of this star upon your earth is such that you will become alarmed
because you fear that the earth could fall victim to this unknown star
which will cause perceptible disturbances on earth which are, however,
inexplicable to you. Some people on earth won't allow themselves to be
shocked by anything that happens to them .... but who will now lose their
composure because they can see themselves as well as the whole earth at
the mercy of natural forces which they fear because they are unable to de
them.
And for the sake of these people `are the powers of heaven moving ....'I
particularly want to address these people in order to achieve that they will
entrust themselves to a God and Creator as soon as they realise that they
are completely helpless .... What human will initiates .... no matter how
dreadful its eﬀect .... does not upset such people, yet they will become
small and weak when they see themselves at the mercy of natural forces.
And then it is possible that they will take refuge to Him, Who is Lord
of all creation .... then it is possible that in their greatest need they will
ﬁnd Me .... is natural spectacle will cause enormous turmoil amongst
people and the fear will not be unjustiﬁed either because, regardless of the
strange phenomena accompanying the star, it will steadily move closer to
earth and a collision will appear inevitable according to the calculations
of those who discovered and followed its course. But I predicted long ago
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that `I will send you an enemy from the sky ....', that a natural disaster of
immense proportions lies ahead of you which will precede the ﬁnal end ....
i.e. the complete transformation of the earth's surface .... and which will
result in countless victims .... Time a er time I draw your attention to it,
and My Word is truth and will come to pass .... Yet you are informed of
it beforehand so that you humans may become aware of My will and My
power .... because you should know that nothing can take place without
My will and that nothing happens without meaning and purpose .... that
My thoughts are with those who are entirely without faith but whom I
nevertheless don't want to lose to My adversary ....
And for that reason you humans should know what lies ahead of you so
that you may ﬁnd faith easier when in your great need you think of Him,
Who is Lord of heaven and earth .... of all stars and worlds and to Whose
will everything is subordinate .... You receive knowledge of this in advance
because it can help you ﬁnd faith if you are of good will .... A disaster will
come over you .... but for every one of you it can also be a blessing if he
gains life for his soul in that way, even if he should meet with earthly death
.... if he calls upon Me in his need ....
Amen

BD 6601

received 21.07.1956

Natural disaster before the end ....
e end of this earth and of all living creatures upon it is inevitable ....
No creations on earth will remain, people and animals will lose their lives
apart from the small ﬂock of those who will be raptured in the ﬂesh.
is last act of My will has been planned from the beginning, time and
again it has been proclaimed to people by seers and prophets, and is
now announced to people again with all urgency as being close at hand,
because it will be so enormous and no-one shall experience the end without
having been informed of it. Yet the proclamations ﬁnd no credence .... An
event is approaching people, the enormi of which cannot possibly be
imagined .... and yet it is dismissed as implausible and the admonitions
and warnings are futile, for no-one prepares himself for this enormous
happening. People don't believe in an end .... And thus I will proceed with
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My ﬁnal exhortation .... I will still give the unbelieving human race a last
sign in the shape of a natural disaster .... the scale of which will also be
huge but it will only aﬀect the earth to a limited extent, so that they will no
longer think it impossible and seriously take account of themselves as to
whether and how they can be justiﬁed before Me at the end. Great events
are o en foreshadowed .... e natural event, which will be followed by
the end shortly a erwards, is intended to be a ﬁnal admonition, for it will
cost many human lives, countless people will fall prey to the elements of
nature, or little impression on the hardened hearts can be expected which,
however, shall still be saved prior to the destruction .... I have always spoken
though the mouths of prophets and even now I keep speaking through My
devoted servants .... Yet people do not listen to this language apart from
a few who believe My Words and are therefore willing to inﬂuence their
fellow human beings according to My will ....
But now they shall clearly hear My voice and not be able to close their ears,
for humani 's indiﬀerence motivates Me to disturb them and shake them
out of their tranquilli , their worldly spirit .... so that no one will be able to
claim that he received no warning. But even this warning will not result in
turning to Me completely, because people don't want to recognise My voice
and because I do not use force which impels people to come to Me .... en
the end will sweep everything which remains in opposition to Me away, for
every human being still remains in opposition who does not turn to Me
in view of the previous immense destruction .... which demonstrates My
might .... Everyone still remains in opposition who thinks that an end of
this earth is impossible, for he is spiritually unenlightened, which betrays
his aﬃliation to My adversary .... I still try to break this opposition by all
possible means without using force. And this ﬁnal intervention will truly
appear to be a cruel method yet I use it for the sake of your salvation,
because My Words are not being believed and because the end is near to
which they will then inevitably fall prey, and then their spiritual state will
be the decisive factor as to what fate awaits them on the day of Judgment.
And time and again I say to My servants that they cannot mention the end
and the preceding natural event diligently enough, that they should not be
afraid to draw people's attention to the fact that they will not have much
time le , that they should unhesitatingly speak about My eternal plan and
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that they therefore should also spread My Gospel, so that people know
what I expect of them as not to descend into darkness as a victim of the
forthcoming event .... I only ask for a loving heart which is willing to make
sacriﬁces .... en they will be able to wait for the coming events without
fear, then they will belong to those who will emerge unscathed even
if everything around them threatens to disappear .... However, dreadful
things will be in store for those who do not want to believe .... And then I
will have mercy on everyone who calls upon Me in his adversi , for I only
want to rescue people and not let them fall prey to ruin .... For the end will
come without fail, and then everyone will be judged in accordance with
law and justice ....
Amen

BD 3773

received 17.05.1946

God's intervention ....
My will shall defeat human will, My intervention shall prevent people's
intentions, and before long every power shall be weakened in as much as
by itself it is helpless against My will .... For I will show the world that
it cannot exclude Me and that I will redirect earthly aﬀairs when human
beings are no longer able to do so themselves. I allow events to run their
course until it is clearly apparent which power wants to assert itself on
earth, but then I won't hesitate any longer and disable this power, if only
temporarily, so that the time shall be fulﬁlled. I will visibly appear before
the end, i.e. I will once more approach all human beings as overwhelming
strength which only expresses itself destructively because nothing else but
fear can persuade people to call upon Me .... the fear of death from which
they cannot be saved without My help. ere is no other way to turn their
thoughts towards Me. And earthly power will disappear into thin air; it
is equally incapable of resisting the forces of nature through which I will
speak. A sudden change will occur, all human considerations will become
invalid, new problems will have to be solved, new diﬃculties will appear
and much strength will be needed yet again to master the new situation ....
And this is My will.
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I have compassion for humani which, in spite of the most severe hardship,
cannot ﬁnd its way to Me, which only takes notice of world events and does
not detect therein the eﬀect of its deluded reasoning and extreme distance
from God .... which believes that all fault and origin of adversi rests in
human will but not in their own spiritual pover , which is the cause and
which every human being should aim to resolve. And thus I will confront
people with My will to make them realise that they are also at the mercy of
another Power so that they will approach this Power for help .... that they
acknowledge Me .... because only then will I be able to help them. People
are in urgent need of help, yet they close themselves to the strength they
require. And to make them receptive of this strength I will allow severe
suﬀering to happen. In just a short time you will hear Me, and the truth of
My Word will be proven to you and blessed are those who believe before
I provide them with proof, blessed are those who prepare themselves and
constantly draw their strength from Me, for they need not fear the hardship,
nor will they be harmed by the forces of nature, because this is My will ....
Amen

BD 8104

received 17.02.1962

Reason for the catastrophe ....
In the last days before the end I pour a large measure of grace upon
humani .... For I know of their weakness, of their spiritual darkness and
their inclination for the earthly world, their craving for earthly possessions,
honour and fame .... I know that they are held captive by My adversary and
in their weakness are incapable of releasing themselves from his power.
And I try to help people in various ways since everyone requires support
in his spiritual hardship. And I also know what each person needs and
therefore consider everyone according to his attitude towards life itself or
towards Me. For I want to win every single person for Myself.
But people don't know that My adversary keeps them imprisoned when
they desire earthly possessions, since they are oblivious to the true purpose
of their earthly existence. Consequently they don't try to escape his control
either. And people who cling to material possessions with heart and mind
have to be helped by Me in a special way which, however, is not recognised
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by them as help .... I have to deprive them of their belongings, I have to let
them get into situations where they learn to recognise the ﬂeeting nature
of all earthly things, I must make them realise their own vulnerabili so
that they will remember Me in their helplessness and consciously approach
Me for help .... For I want them to ﬁnd Me, Whom they have not found in
the world and will hardly be able to ﬁnd either .... is is a manifestation
of Myself which aﬀects people painfully but they cannot be aroused from
their indiﬀerence in any other way ....
And yet, even this manifestation is a blessing in the last days, for a heartfelt
prayer to Me and its fulﬁlment can direct the human being towards Me
so that he will not leave Me again, so that he will ask for My guidance
from that moment on and hand himself over to Me .... And then I have
won him over and saved him from the adversary, who has lost his power
over him. You humans will only ever see the destruction in every kind of
natural disaster and make thoughtless judgments as long as you are not
aﬀected by them yourselves .... Yet nothing happens without My will or
permission, and you should always bear this in mind when you hear about
unexpected events threatening people's life and proper , when people are
powerless and only able to help according to their meagre strength .... But
I know every individual person's will and also the possibili of leading
erring souls onto the right path to Me .... And truly, I will take care of every
individual who prays to Me in spirit and in truth and appeals for My help ....
And the time of the end justiﬁes such events which human will is unable to
prevent if they had been taken into account by My will .... You humans will
o en still be subject to the fury of natural forces and only rarely recognise
therein My loving care for those whose souls are at risk .... I only want
to help you release yourselves from My adversary which initially happens
when you send a heartfelt appeal to Me and thus acknowledge Me as your
God and Creator .... and then recognise the transience of things which still
belong to My adversary. Try to let go of your desire for earthly matter, for
all sorts of possessions .... For you will always receive whatever you need
when you join Me and recognise your real earthly task and aim to comply
with it ....
But don't let yourselves be shackled by My adversary who so temptingly
portrays worldly goods to you that I have to intervene Myself by showing
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you that you can lose them at any time if this is My will. ese interventions
are painful but they can be a blessing for you .... And the One Who takes
away from you can also always give to you. And He will help anyone in
distress if he hands himself over to Him in complete faith and appeals for
His help .... But always recognise My will in every natural event, for My will
is truly determined by love and wisdom and thus everything is a blessing
for you as long as you ﬁnd the right attitude towards Me and realise the
true purpose of earthly life .... then you will come ever closer to Me and
know that everything I allow to befall humani is a gi of grace .... For it is
the time of the end ....
Amen

BD 4633

received 10.05.1949

People's fear ....
Natural disaster and its consequences ....
All disbelievers will suﬀer inconceivable tribulation when I manifest Myself through the forces of nature, for they will experience a spectacle of
development by tremendous forces against which the human being himself will be completely powerless. People will be seized by mortal fear, and
even My Own will be aﬀected yet be miraculously strengthened by My
help as soon as they li their thoughts up to Me. e disbelievers, however,
will have no support to hold on to and will be hopelessly exposed to the
elements of nature. In view of death a few will call to Me in heartfelt need,
and their call will reach My ear and denote earthly or just spiritual rescue, if
their hour has come. Yet then they will still have gained their eternal life.
But in the main, people will be senselessly scared, that is, they will be
incapable of thinking of God, they will try to save themselves and face the
same diﬃculties everywhere, for the whole of nature will conspire against
them, all elements will be in tremendous uproar, water, ﬁre, storm and
light will leave their natural order and cause an unimaginable amount of
devastation which will cost countless human lives. It will just be a short
action but have extremely far-reaching consequences for all survivors, for
only now will there start an earthly time of hardship which surpasses
all previous experiences. People will have to change their way of life
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completely, they will have to make use of everything le to them, they will
have to rely on themselves and cannot expect any earthly help for a long
time, since they will be completely cut oﬀ from the world and contact will
not be able to be established again in a hurry.
e magnitude of the disaster will be incomprehensible, yet I constantly
draw your attention to the fact that you should not abandon yourselves
to earthly possessions, that you should not consider them important and
forget about your soul, as it entirely depends on its maturi how you will
bear up to the a ermath.
Proclamations of this nature meet with little belief and yet should be taken
extremely seriously, for they will fulﬁl themselves literally. And every day
is still a gi of grace which you should utilize, not in an earthly sense
but spiritually, for only your spiritual possessions are of lasting value.
Nevertheless, I promise My protection and My help to all of you who
believe and want to be of service to Me. Don't let My Words depress you
but know that everything, even the most diﬃcult, can be endured if you
hand it over to Me, if you ask Me to help you carry your burden .... I will
not leave you and will help you persevere until the end ....
Amen

BD 4639

received 14.05.1949

` ere shall not be le one stone upon another ....'
Great adversi ....
A time will come when everything that was laboriously acquired and built
up shall be lost; a time will come when people will realise that everything
which was intended to provide them with physical prosperi is worthless
and they will be completely destitute, because they lack spiritual wealth
whose possession lets people get over the loss of earthly goods. I constantly
draw your attention to this time for it will come to pass as it is proclaimed in
Word and Scripture .... not one stone will be le upon another .... e fact
that such a dreadful work of destruction shall take place as an act of God
might sound incomprehensible to worldly-minded people, nevertheless it
is inevitable, ﬁrstly, because it is intended to have an educational purpose
and then it is also designated in the eternal plan of Salvation to enable
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the spiritual substances at a lower stage of development to attain other
forms. It is necessary for people to be extraordinarily severely aﬀected for
they pay almost no attention to their spiritual development anymore and
shall be given ﬁnal encouragements, although they can also ignore them
if they are unwilling to change and to ascend. ey can only be treated
even more harshly for they are no longer open to gentle admonitions and
everything which hitherto was inﬂicted upon humani for this purpose
remains unsuccessful. However, the forthcoming time will involve a drastic
change, so that people's thoughts will automatically turn to the meaning
and purpose of earthly life and nevertheless cause a change in a few people,
which will be truly beneﬁcial for them.
e adversi will be so severe that it will awaken the willingness to help in
those who still have a spark of love in their heart, and this spark will ﬁnd
nourishment and grow into a ﬂame, for anyone who only wants to help will
also actively help and ease his neighbour's diﬃcult fate, because he knows
himself how much distress every individual person's fate is causing. And
those who are willing to help will also be helped by Me, they will receive
help as a sign of a higher Power where no way out can be found anymore,
Which lovingly draws up close to people to reveal Itself to them. For earthly
help o en seems impossible but that which is impossible for people can still
be accomplished by Me, and thus even the greatest adversi is not hopeless
because nothing is impossible for Me. And thus the love which is given to
one's neighbour will bring forth good fruit, it will gain My love, and this
signiﬁes help and grace and an exceptional ﬂow of strength, on account of
which My Own need not lose heart, for they will not feel the adversi so
much because they will be full of strength and always have Me by their side
as a Helper Who, for the sake of their faith, will work evidently in order
to still gain the few before the end who are weak in faith but nevertheless
of good will .... ey will receive strength and survive that time of need
without damage to their soul. My Own, however, will be protected by Me
and can anticipate this time without worry, for it will not last long ....
Amen
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BD 8619

received 17.09.1963

Chaos a er the intervention ....
I keep telling you time and again that you will experience an incredible
chaos due to My intervention .... e forces of nature will get completely
out of control leaving you unable to think; only My Own will be able to
pray to Me, although these will only be desperate prayers by sending short,
pleading thoughts to Me, but I will hear them and protect them from the
worst. Yet everything will become disorderly and throw people into bitter
states of adversi .... And this will already signi the end for many because
they will lose their life although it is not yet the end of this world.
However, before the ﬁnal end I will still try to rescue what will allow itself
to be rescued .... I want to reveal Myself to those of weak faith so that they
will call upon Me in their need and receive obvious help, so that their faith
will be strengthened and they will still be helpful to Me when the earth's
last phase begins. And I assure you that it will almost be too much for the
individual and only One will be able to give you strength and send you
help if you call upon this One in utmost need ....
But you humans cannot be spared this intervention, for it is a last attempt
to save the souls who are still without or of little faith. When they see
no other way out people can nevertheless still remember their God and
Creator .... a Power above them Which alone is able to help. Once the huge
natural disaster will be over, the adversi will not end and the chaos will
constantly increase. And then it will show where there is still a living faith,
for this alone will master all adversi ....
Anyone with a living faith will completely entrust himself to Me and truly, I
will not let his faith be destroyed. Time and again he will be helped, and he
will also try to lead his fellow human beings into faith, and depending on
their will and personal inclination to help they, too, will receive help, for the
desperate situation will motivate actions of love and thus will have fulﬁlled
its purpose of awakening neighbourly love which, again, guarantees that I
will give people My love and the strength to deal with their situation.
You, who belong to Me and want to fulﬁl My will and be of service to
Me, truly need not fear this time of adversi , for your constant bond with
Me assures you My protection and a great extent of strength. Besides, I
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will also need you again to spread My Gospel of love, which will then be
extremely necessary, for once again people will display their nature and
only few will be helpful and assist their fellow human beings and they, too,
will be helped time and again, of which they can be certain .... But, on the
whole, ever greater selﬁsh love will surface, and people will ruthlessly take
what does not belong to them in order to improve their living conditions ....
e aggressive person will prevail and want to ruin the weak. And this will
particularly characterise this time of hardship and reveal that humani
is ready for its downfall. Nevertheless, My Own shall always rely on the
fact that I know of their diﬃculties and will also remedy them for, truly,
everything is possible for Me, and I will also take care of your earthly lives
and provide the most remarkable help so that your faith will become ever
more alive, and with the power of faith you will prevail over everything and
yet cannot be overcome by your enemies ....
You may well believe that this time is approaching; a er all, I Am still using
all means of help to still win over souls who are not yet entirely enslaved
by My adversary .... I also want to reveal Myself in My love and might to
them as soon as their faith is a living one, for conventional faith will be
completely abandoned since it was not a convinced faith, which remains
steadfast during such earthly hardship. And all those who previously had
revelled in an excess of earthly possessions will be bitterly aﬀected by this
hardship as the transience of earthly possessions is visibly brought home to
them. And the eﬀect depends on their souls'maturi , they will either take
refuge with God and appeal to Him for help or try using their own strength
to succeed and that at the expense of their neighbour, because they lack
love or they would take the path to Me.
is time of adversi will make great demands on you humans, nevertheless you will survive it with My help .... erefore ask for it, and also appeal
to Me in advance for the strength to be able to endure once the chaos starts.
For you will be able to achieve much in uni with Me but you will remain
weak and helpless if you rely on your own strength and presume not to
need divine help .... For I Myself will be with everyone who calls upon Me
in his adversi ....
Amen
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BD 3692

received 20.02.1946

Earthly precautions against the disaster are futile ....
You must completely detach yourselves from the world if My strength is
to permeate you and you want to become aware of it. And thus even in
hours of anxious adversi you will only be full of strength if you are able
to ignore all earthly happenings and completely hand yourselves over to
Me with your thoughts. And I will take particularly good care of those who
try to ﬁnd this intimate bond during hours of greatest earthly adversi
for they demonstrate their faith in Me, which I will never disappoint. You
yourselves are unable to avert whatever I send upon you, hence all eﬀorts
you make to safeguard your physical well-being will therefore be in vain.
You will gain far more by focussing your mind on Me and faithfully wait
for My help, for it will result in certain success, and I will protect your body
and soul because you believe in Me. Prior to manifesting Myself through
the forces of nature I will still send you unmistakable signs that a disaster
is approaching, and then remember My Words .... Collect yourselves in
prayer and only pay attention to your spiritual welfare, don't worry about
your body, just try to establish heartfelt contact with Me so that I will be
able to aﬀect and guide you unhindered without ﬁnding resistance through
earthly diversion, which weakens the working of My spirit or even makes
it impossible. Make no attempt for the maintenance of the body, for that
which I want to keep alive will also stay alive, and that which you should
lose cannot be protected by your will. I know what you need, just as I know
what impedes your souls'further development.
And therefore leave it to Me to care for you, for your earthly possessions and
only consider your soul, because you don't know whether it will be your last
hour too .... I announce Myself in advance because in My love I still want
to give you ample opportuni to make contact with the spiritual kingdom,
with Me, Who holds every individual person's destiny in My hand and
guides it as is best for you. Anyone who unites with Me has found the safest
protection and truly will not need any other earthly protective measures
which can become worthless in an instant. For again I want to manifest
Myself evidently, I want to make Myself apparent to My Own in order
to reinforce their faith, to teach them to become true labourers for My
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kingdom, which they shall become a erwards. Don't worry for I will take
care of you; only heed My Words of love and let your heart respond to
them. And remind your fellow human beings to conduct themselves in the
same way, caution them against overzealous precautions for their earthly
welfare and also appeal to them to faithfully turn to Me and commend
themselves body and soul to Me. And anyone who heeds your Words will
be miraculously guided according to his strength of faith. erefore don't
fear anything no matter what happens, even if you are in a most dangerous
situation .... My arm extends far and wide to help as well as to destroy ....
Whomever I want to keep alive will remain alive, and whomever I want to
destroy will be unable to save himself .... he should only make sure that his
soul will not fall pray to darkness, then he will be saved for eterni ....
Amen

BD 3964

received 29.01.1947

Prediction of a swi ly approaching end ....
Weak faith therein ....
You know that you cannot expect a long life on earth anymore and that
every day is a grace enabling you to mature fully if you make correct use of
the time. You know this from My Word but your faith is not yet profound
enough to be spurred into utmost striving, you doubt the truth of My
Word as far as it relates to the approaching end. Nevertheless, you should
eagerly work at improving yourselves, for the end is at hand .... Time and
again I approach you with this admonition and warn you of half-hearted
thoughtless living; time and again I call to you: Pay attention to My Word,
engross yourselves in it and live accordingly.
You won't know when your last hour has come, you don't know how much
time you have le until the end, hence you should live as if every day is
your last. I always send you My obedient spirits to convey illuminating
thoughts to you, to direct your mind to the spiritual kingdom, I send you
My messengers on earth to inform you of the approaching end, to draw
your attention to the signs of the last days and to awaken ﬁrm faith in you
by imparting My Word to you which was transmitted directly to earth. And
thus I constantly try to explain to you the gravi of the situation in order to
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enable you a blissful end, yet none of you take My Words seriously enough,
your faith is still too weak to live appropriately even though your will is
turned to My direction. And therefore I admonish you time a er time: ....
Engross yourselves in My Word, let the thought of a near end come alive in
you, prepare yourselves for it, and place less importance on earthly things
in view of the end, in view of the immense spiritual hardship which will
even increase the closer it is to the end.
Use all available strength in order to grow spiritually, and fully entrust
the care of your body to Me. Make use of the short time until the end, be
constantly active with love, always draw strength from My Word, admonish
and teach your fellow human beings to do the same and thus help each
other to reach the goal on earth which I had given you, help each other to
become perfect, for there is only little time le until the end ....
Amen

BD 9025

received 01.08.1965

World conﬂagration ....
Natural disaster ....
Decision ....
Nothing will remain hidden from you, who have oﬀered to be of service to
Me, for the ﬁnal events will be so huge that you cannot be le in the dark
about them, and especially if I want to speak through you to all people ....
Hence you also ought to know that it will only require a modest impact to
trigger a catastrophe which at ﬁrst can be seen from a purely worldly point
of view, but which is the signal for the subsequent natural disaster, although
it is certainly not started by human will it is nevertheless the consequence
of human will in as much as it will start a world conﬂagration that cannot
be stopped by anything other than My will. And since humankind always
only pays attention to world events something has to happen which is
inexplicable to them .... the gaze of worldly people has to be visibly directed
towards My intervention, and all human intentions must take second place
in view of the discovery that something is taking place in the universe
which could ultimately aﬀect every human being ....
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us, people must learn to fear God and not their human enemies ....
And although it is up to every individual to believe in a God or not, the
said cosmic event is nevertheless greater and more life-threatening than
the world conﬂagration which then will recede into the background. For
then people's spiritual attitude towards the Creator and Provider of all
things will decide whether and how the natural disaster will take eﬀect ....
Whether you believe it or not, this event is approaching you with giant
strides, and only a short period of time is separating you from it. And you
who know this should make every one of you fellow human beings aware
of what lies ahead of him, even if you will ﬁnd no credence, but the events
will conﬁrm it ....
For the end, too, is coming ever closer .... is natural disaster is just a last
sign of it, but who will still allow himself to be inﬂuenced by it? People
will only just see it as a natural disaster and not be able to recognise any
connection with humani 's spiritual state .... apart from the few who are
spiritually awake but unable to get through and thus warn people in vain
of the ﬁnal end which they are inevitably approaching. Don't let the signs
of the times pass you by unnoticed for they are cautioning all of you that
you are living in the last days, and remember that you only have little time
le in which you will have to decide whether you want to take the path to
Me, Who can and will save you in all adversi .... or whether you want to
strive towards the adversary again who wants to ruin you again for endless
times.
For the sake of your freedom of will you cannot be informed of the day and
the hour, but I can always just tell you with certain that there is not much
time le to you. Yet worldly events will aﬀect you all, and thus you take
little notice of what I say to you .... And it will befall you with tremendous
force so that you won't know how to protect yourselves .... But let Me tell
you that only I Myself will be able to oﬀer you protection, that you have
to take refuge in Me in order to be led through all dangers to body and
soul. And if you humans would only just learn that a higher Authori is at
work and that you have to call upon this higher Authori otherwise you
will be hopelessly lost, for My adversary will use all his power just once
more in order to get his hands on you. And anyone who does not decide
in favour of Me anymore in the short time until the end will then also be
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bound in matter, and he will have to take an inﬁnitely long path through
the creations of the new earth once more ....
Amen

BD 6023

received 14.08.1954

God's end-time revelation ....
You are approaching the end .... And therefore I reveal Myself to you so
as not to leave you in ignorance of what this end will mean for you. I
reveal Myself so that you will prepare yourselves, so that you will live in
the right way and need not fear an end. You humans don't believe in an
end and reject all admonitions and warnings which you receive on account
of My revelations .... You ridicule and laugh at those who proclaim the
near end to you, you deem yourselves knowledgeable and feel superior
to the knowledge which is imparted to a person in an unusual way. You
are spiritually blind and unable to see anything, and yet you don't believe
those who have vision and therefore tell you in which hour you live .... And
it will be as in the time of Noah when I also announced the near judgment
to people and found no belief, when the proclaimers of the judgment only
reaped scorn and ridicule until the day arrived when My proclamations
came to pass, until the day arrived when the scorners fell prey to the
judgment .... And once again it will be like this, again the Judgment has
been announced a long time in advance, and it will be proclaimed time
and time again, yet the last day for this earth and all its inhabitants will
come suddenly and unexpectedly, for My Word is truth and it will come
true when the time is right. But who believes that people live in the midst
of this time, that they will only have a short time le until the end ....
Who believes that they are facing a change for the worse, something which
no-one on this earth has ever experienced? .... Who allows himself to be
impressed by divine revelations, by predictions concerning the near end?
Which one of you humans is consciously expecting the end and preparing
himself for it?
ere are only a few who believe that which was proclaimed by seers and
prophets, and these few only reap scorn and ridicule if they profess their
belief in it and also try to inform their fellow human beings .... few people
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listen to My voice and live their life such that they are not afraid of the end
but rather feel pleased in view of the blissful time which will follow the end
of this earth. However, I want to increase their number, I would like many
more to realise that the time has been fulﬁlled .... I also would like to reveal
Myself to those who are without knowledge .... Yet their will is de ing Me
and I will not compel anyone .... erefore I content Myself with those who
believe My Words and stand up for them, and I will grant them great power
of speech .... I will let them speak in My place and although they, too, will
have little success, although their words, too, will not be taken seriously,
the world will nevertheless take notice of the proclamations of the near end
.... ere will be no shortage of indications and all over the world an end
will be spoken of, but it will only ever aﬀect a few such that they will believe
and prepare themselves for it. And I will support those who have accepted
the task of spreading enlightenment. I will bless all eﬀorts which aim to
distribute that which is conveyed to you humans in the form of revelations
.... And the information of the forthcoming end will reach far and wide
.... However, My revelations will prove themselves to be true faster than
you suspect. For people will experience days of terror and thereby the truth
of My Word will be pointed out to them .... And then they will still have
suﬃcient time to prepare themselves for the end which irrevocably will
follow these days of terror within a very short time .... And regardless of
whether you, who spread My revelations, ﬁnd credence or not .... don't
stop proclaiming the forthcoming event; warn and admonish your fellow
human beings and convey My revelations to them .... Proclaim to them the
imminent Judgment which will aﬀect everyone, even if they don't believe
your words ....
Amen
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BD 4861

received 21.03.1950

God's voice can be heard everywhere ....
e gravi of the time ....
You live in an extremely diﬃcult time and are constantly made aware of it
because it not only concerns the earthly development in the history of the
world but humani 's spiritual development, which you should recognise
as being at risk in view of the near end. You have to admit to yourselves
that extraordinary events direct your thoughts to spiritual problems; you
also have to admit that the references to the last days match old prophesies
regarding the end, and thus you must pay attention to them and be full
of gratitude when thinking of the One Who is admonishing and warning
you. You ought to take every reference seriously and look at all earthly
happenings in relation with people's process of development .... you ought
to know that every occurrence is merely a means to induce the human being
to work at improving his soul, so that he will voluntarily strive towards God
.... is time is so grave because the consequence of a person's life on earth
is of utmost importance, since missed or wrongly used time on earth cannot
be repeated and yet no-one can be spared the responsibili for it. But all
admonitions and warnings are only possible such that they will not result
in compulsory faith. ey certainly point to the end, to the Creator and
Preserver of all things, but they don't prove anything, and therefore there
are just a few people who recognise the approaching end by the signs and
who, aware of the spiritual hardship, hand themselves over to God. en
they shall speak on behalf of God and His kingdom, they shall try to
convey their assured faith to their fellow human beings, they shall at all
times be in contact with their Father of eterni and accept the warnings
and admonitions imparted to them in order to pass them on to those who
are still distant from God.
He that hath eyes to see, let him see. He that hath ears to hear, let him
hear .... God's voice can be heard everywhere, His activi can be seen far
and wide, and in all places people are mentally inﬂuenced from above ....
Yet their will is free, and God will not forcibly inﬂuence anyone even if an
extraordinary experience clearly reveals God's activi . e time until the
end gets ever shorter, the signs will increase, thereby facilitating everyone's
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realisation and belief; and if a person is of good will he will not resist and
close himself to these indications. For God's grace takes eﬀect in all places,
the rays of the tiny lights which ﬂare up everywhere can be persuasive if
a person does not obscure them by not allowing himself to be aﬀected by
the rays .... And blessed is he who follows such a ray of light and need not
spend the last days in darkness .... He will take the right path which will
safely lead him to the goal, to God, his Father of eterni ....
Amen

BD 8338

received 25.11.1962

God will implement His act of Salvation ....
Nothing will prevent Me from implementing My eternal plan of Salvation,
for My love and wisdom have realised from the start when it is necessary
to manifest My Power, to restructure My work of creation called Earth
by virtue of My might, and this time will be adhered to, for that which
I realise to be necessary will also be carried out by Me. For people's low
spiritual level necessitates this change, since it almost cannot be surpassed
anymore, and thus the day which was designated for eterni is not far
away anymore .... All that needs to be done now is to provide people with
the greatest possible help so that those who accept it will still be saved.
Yet no-one should think that he can persuade Me to abandon My eternal
plan of Salvation .... although I will always grant heartfelt prayers, as I have
promised. But you should not pray for the prevention of the last Judgment
on this earth, because this act is purely an act of love on My part and
you should never prevent Me in My activi of love .... For I know that a
complete transformation is necessary, both for you humans as well as all
the spiritual substances which are still bound in the creations and which
should strive to ascend. And if you pray for prevention then you are only
motivated by selﬁsh love because you neither want to forgo your earthly
life nor your earthly possessions .... If, however, your love aims in the right
direction so that it belongs to Me and your neighbour then your spirit will
also be suﬃciently enlightened so that you will be able to realise that the
last Judgment is an act of love on My part .... en you will recognise the
low spiritual level yourselves and you will know that I must give rise to
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a change in order to save what can still be saved .... I have indeed always
referred to this last end yet never mentioned a time to you, and even now
I will not inform you of the precise time but you can be assured that My
proclamations will soon fulﬁl themselves, that you will not have much time
le until the end of the earth .... that you are very close to it .... And when
you pray then only pray that many people may still become enlightened,
that they may take the path to the cross, so that the hour of the end will
not mean their downfall but beatitude for them .... Try to explain the
commandments of love to all people, try to motivate them into changing
their love into unselﬁsh love for their neighbour, and you will truly pray
correctly when you pray for help for the people close to you which have not
yet gained realisation themselves ....
But do not think that prayer campaigns will be able to determine Me and
My will not to accomplish My plan of Salvation, for it really would not be
an act of grace, instead My adversary would merely increase the number
of his adherents, and even My Own would be at risk of being plunged
into ruin by him .... Believe that My love and wisdom only ever want
what is best for My living creations, that even this last Judgment is not
an act of punishment on My part but only a judgment of that which has
completely le My order .... I want to restore the order which was revoked
through human will, through My adversary's inﬂuence, so that even My
living creations'process of return is at risk .... My plan of Salvation only
ever intends to return the fallen beings to Me .... However, you humans
lack the overall view, the correct realisation, and neither do you know to
what depth the human race has sunk already and that therefore the point
in time has come that its fall will have to be stopped, that the souls will
have to be wrest from My adversary again and banned anew, so that one
day they will have the opportuni once more to start on the return path to
Me, which they forfeited in this life on earth, which they failed to make use
of and are therefore lost again due to their own fault. But My adversary will
not keep them in his control, and that is a plus for the fallen soul already,
which has to pass through the creations of the new earth in a dissolved
state again. You humans are unaware that I Am only ever determined by
love because one day you shall become My Own again .... and only see the
punishing God in Me .... Yet you have created this `punishment'yourselves,
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through your inclination towards matter, which has become your downfall,
you have aspired towards this fate yourselves .... For matter belongs to My
adversary, thus you voluntarily handed yourselves over to his authori ,
and he will hold on to you until I Myself wrest you away again from him,
which will happen through a banishment into hard matter .... but which, at
the same time, will be the start of your ascent from the abyss to the pinnacle
again .... All this will be said to you time and time again, and therefore
prepare yourselves for an end of this earth and do whatever it takes to
detach yourselves from the one who wants to ruin you .... Come to Me and,
truly, I will help you to resist him .... en you need not fear the end, which
will irrevocably come as I have proclaimed to you ....
Amen
Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
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Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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